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ABSTRACT

TUF is an advanced two-phase flow computer code being developed at Ontario

Hydro for analysis of thermal-hydraulics transients in which the Homogeneous

Equilibrium Model is not adequate, i.e., when the two phases (vapor and liquid)

have Unequal Velocities (UV) and Unequal Temperatures (UT). The paper covers

only one of the several development areas encompassed by TUF, namely its

mathematical aspects.

TUF's basic features include: numerical solution of mass-energy balance

equations over fixed control volumes, semi-analytical solution of momentum

equations at junctions (such that the solution is unconditionally stable and

has UV-UT choking and flooding limitations built-in).

Two strategies are being developed: one based on the Porsching approach

(for short-term use in an existing system code) and the other based on a two-

step pressure field approach (computationally more efficient and

unconditionally stable).

Some simple test cases are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Reactor transient analysis demands assessment of many situations In which

the coolant flow, even In a pressurized system, may become two-phase with the

Individual phases showing distinctly different behaviours: for example,

countercurrent flow of subcooled water and superheated steam during emergency

coolant Injection, reflux condensation In steam generators when full-loop

thermosyphonlng breaks down, rewettlng and refilling of drled-out fuel

channels, which Is particularly evident In a CANDU-PHW reactor, where fuel

channels are horizontal and stratified flow can occur.

In all such cases a comprehensive analysis with a Homogeneous Equilibrium

Model (HEM) must be supplemented by analysis with more advanced models. The

TUF (for Two Unequal Fluids) method has been devised and a computer code with

the same name has been prepared to supplement, When necessary, Ontario Hydro's

HEM system code SOPffP ', designed for a CANDU-PHW reactor.

The following requirements were identified for the TUF computer code:

- mathematics (stability and robustness of the code)

- engineering requirements (exact mass and energy conservation)

computing efficieny (in dealing with six or five rather than three space-

time dependent differential equations);

- maintenance of the code (easy updating);

system analysis requirements (full interfaceability of the fluid dynamics

package with the rest of the system code);

- advanced physics (in particular, consistency of the microscopic

constitutive laws for interfacial exchange terms with established

macroscopic behaviour of two-phase mixtures).

This paper describes the mathematical basis of TUF and documents the

computing performance of Its HEM version with respect to other codes' HEM

performance as regards stability, accuracy and spe"ed of the calculation.

Section 2 discusses the reasons for the twin development of TUF according

to two different solution strategies, called Porsching approach and Pressure-

Field approach.
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Section 3 outlines TUF's basic features as implemented in such solution

approaches, along with a discussion of the semi-analytical solution of the

momentum equations*

Section 4 describes the Pressure-Field TUF model in some detail, with

particular emphasis on the two-step solution.

Section 5 describes the Porsching approach TUF model, while Section 6

illustrates some preliminary HEM results obtained in simple test cases; The

Appendix details some applications of the equations of state to TUF.

2. TWO ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

2.1 The basis of the TUF philosophy

A few basic features of TUF, independent of the particular approach

followed in the solution of the equations, are as follows:

(a) TUF is designed for a pipe network, therefore only one spatial dimension

(along the streamline) is considered; three-dimensional effects

information, for example, due to a transverse gravity field in stratified,

horizontal flow, is partially re-introduced with a proper flow-regime

dependence of the constitutive laws. Each phase, therefore, is

characterized by three partial differential equations expressing one-

dimensional mass, energy and momentum balance.

(b) In order to ensure mass and energy conservation, the one-dimensional

spatial discretization of the balance equations leads to the usual

"staggered grid" formulation of the finite-differenced equations. Every

pipe is split Into a finite number of fixed "control volumes" (or

"nodes"), bounded by common "junction" (or "link") flow areas.

Therraodynamic properties (pressures, densities, volume fractions, etc.)

are defined as control volume averages or nodal averages; flowrates are

defined at the junctions. In the energy equations, the enthalpy

transported through a junction is approximated by the upstream
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nodal enthalpy, or, with accepted terminology, junction enthalpies are

assigned from the donor node or "donored".

(c) The staggered grid introduces a certain decoupling between the mass and

energy conservation equations on one side and the momentum balance

equations on the other. The basis for the TUF solution strategy is, in

any case, a recognition of this decoupling as described below.

Mass and energy equations are written for each node through integration

of the "conservation form" partial differential equations over the control

volume, which process ensures exact conservation of mass and energy, one

of the TUF requirements; the resulting nodal equations are then time

finite-differenced and provide the basis for the numerical solution (four

phasic equations per node).

Momentum equations, which primarily provide a relationship between a

junction flowrate or velocity and the pressure drop between the two

adjoinging nodes, are integrated from node center to node center, i.e.,

across the junction (two phasic equations per junction); the mixture

momentum equation, furthermore, is integrated analytically with respect to

time to provide an unconditionally stable solution with the two-fluid

theory choking limitation built-in.

(d) The above equation sets for a system with N nodes and J junctions amount

to 4N + 2J equations in as many unknowns. Depending on the solution

procedure selected, this very large system is reduced to either :

- a system of N equations providing the updated nodal pressures (Pressure-

Field approach),

or a system of J equations providing the updated mixture flowrates
( 2)(Porsching-Type approach v ' ) •

In either case, all the nodal and junction unknowns are updated as the

result of solving the reduced systems. The following section discusses

advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches.
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2.2 Pursuing two reduction approaches.

The solution of the HEM thermal-hydraulic equations in the SOPHT system

code is based upon the Porsching-type reduction. Due to the complexity of the

computer coding involved (calculation of Jacobians for the one-step implicit

finite-differencing, setup of input data depending on the reduction process

used, etc.), there is a strong practical incentive, in the short term, to keep

as much of the SOPHT coding in place as possible while replacing the HEM

equations with the two-fluid equations.

However the Porsching-type approach has the following two severe and

costly limitations:

(a) In its practical implementation, the method is conditionally stable with

the Courant transport-time limit applied, however, an approach to near

steady-state conditions can require an unnecessarily large number of

timesteps:

(b) The Porsching-type equations have a high sensitivity to two-to-single

phase flow transitions and may result in unphysical pressure spikes in

those cases.

Therefore, in the longer term, there is a strong incentive in principle to

implement an*unconditionally stable, pressure-spike exempt reduction process.

These features are displayed by our Pressure-Field approach, which differs

greatly from other pressure-based models in that it achieves unconditional

stability as well as built-in choking limitations through the unique,

analytical treatment of the momentum equations.

In fact, the Preesure-Field TUF model was developed first on a test-bed

code basis and has demonstrated its advantageous features; the Porching-type

TUF has subsequently been developed as a set of subroutines to provide a short

term UVUT capability to the system code.

3. BASIC FEATURES OF TUF

3.1 TUF Partial Differential Equations
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Table 1 gives the basic nomenclature and partial differential equations:

l(a) is devoted to the nomenclature, l(b) lists the basic mass and energy

equations, l(c) gives the momentum equations and their analytical solutions.

Table 1 uses the partial differential form of the equations for ease of

discussion, but TUF uses a staggered-grid control-volume finite differencing

(see Sec. 2.1(a)). He will come back to this later.

The next two subsections are devoted to discussing the momentum

equations.

3.2 The Mixture Momentum Equation (MIME)

TUF uses the phasic momentum equations to generate the following:

A Mixture Momentum Equation (MIME), by summing the phasic equations in

conservation form

- A SLIP equation, obtained by taking the difference between the phasic

equations in primitive form (this gives an equation for updating the slip

velocity u ^ = uG

Given a function f(s,t) and if the property described by f is transported

at the phase k velocity u. , it is convenient to define two differential

operations:

Lagrangian derivative, -?— = =r—- + u. Vf; (1)

"Build-up rate",9) f=|f+V(u^f); (2)
k O t *

a noteworthy property is

g g + b§f- (3)
dt

Using the build-up rate operator makes the phasic conservation form equations

for mass and energy fairly simple (see eqs. 1 and 2 in Table 1).
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The momentum equations are complicated by the presence of virtual mass terms;

if u is the interface velocity and AR. is the contribution of gravity and

friction to the momentum balance of phase k per unit pipelength, a convenient

conservation form for the momentum equation is:

In eq. 6

(3 = virtual mass coefficient (~ •=• for mixed flow, very

small for separated flows)

rk =
ek =
v* =

8,r (T = vapor
da,/da(i .e. , 0

cross-weighted

mass generation)
r = 1, 0 = -1)G L

specific volume = <xvT+
Li

(1 - a)vG

u_ = interfacial velocity, for which a well-behaved prescription is a

cross-weighted average of phasic velocities, i.e.,

Uj - m ^ + (1 - a)uG (7)

If the equations (6) for k = G and k = L are summed, one gets the Mixture

Momentum Equation (eq. 3 of Table 1). In the process to get MIME, the

following transformation is used:

aw aw
G + \ \ " 5 ^ + BIT + V(WGUG + V L > =

o u2

i ) W » 2 GL

where the last transformation is obtained from the relationship
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u = S u
k
u k C"G + uL = 1) (9)

so that ufc can be expressed as function of u * W/M and uQL; for example, since

UL H UG " UGL* ° n e g e t s

and hence

UG = U + ULUGL

and likewise

"L
 = u "

One of the unique features of TDF is the replacement of the usual finite-

differenced MIME with a solution of a modified MIME which is analytical, and

has a built-in choking limit.

This modified MIME is obtained as follows:

Summing eqs. 6 for both phases, and using transformation (8), gives:

= AR dD

where all the lnterfacial terms have cancelled, and

Eq. 11 has exactly the same form as the single-fluid momentum equation except

for the term with u£T on the LHS.

The following steps are then taken, in solving eq. 11 from the old-time t^

to the new-time t ., = t + At.
n+1 n

(a) The u£ term in the momentum flux gradient is frozen to Its old-time value
GL

and included in the RHS "source" term.
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(b) The mixture density p Is assumed to be a function of z and p only,

P = P(«.P) = «PG + (1 - a)PL

so that, if Ap = pT - po, one has

L to

dp = - Ap da + — dp (12)
c2

where c is an appropriate sonic speed yet to be determined.

(c) The gradient of W is eliminated by using mass balance,

VW dp . 9a 1 dp ,._,.

A at AP aT " ? at (13)

so that the momentum flux term becomes

o rW
2
A W2/VA Ap_ . 1 . •> 2W rl op . bay

(d) All non-flowrate quantities except Vp (i.e., Va, r?-, r-2-, etc.) are frozen

at time t : Vp Is assumed calculated at t .,.
n n+1

(e) c2 is unfilled in such a way that the exact UVUT choking criterion be met

when the coefficient of Vp is zero. The exact, UVUT choking condition has

the form ^

* *
u • a
m m

where u is a properly weighted average velocity (̂  u = TJ) and a is the

effective UVUT sonic speed; the coefficient of Vp is zero when u = c, which

leads to specifying

c = *-am ~~*~
u
m
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(f) The friction term on the RHS is expressed as proportional to W2.

All the above transforms MIME Into the ordinary differential form:

a. - const, (containing Vp at

for which an analytical solution is written in the form

W = g(Vp, Wn, t ) (17)

Vp • evaluated at t . .

Wn = W(tn>

We note that Vp is In fact one of the primary unknowns to be determined;

for this reason a particular modification of eq. 17, which recognizes this

fact, is used as detailed in section 4.1.

3.3 The SLIP Momentum equation

The system of the phasic eqs. 6 can be formally solved for

G and 9 ^ yielding

where

j ^ k (i.e., j = L if k = G and vice versa)

Qk - Oakpk
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p 1+JvJL ( 2 0 )
k 1 + pv pfc

Using equation (3) and mass equation (4) gives

dt?

so that eq. 18 can be promptly transformed into its primitive form:

Pk

where <k is a source term containing ur, uT (linear and quadratic terms).

Subtracting the phasic primitive equations gives the SLIP equation in the

form (u^ = uG - uL)

T T - f2<V V v"> ( 2 3 )

Our SLIP eq. 23 i s different from most, because we chose not to eliminate Vp In

favor of a formula updating u directly; since f, i s a second-degree
GL *•

polynomial in up and u_ , i t can be transformed into a second—degree polynomial

in û T and W, using equations of type 10. The resulting equation (eq. 4' of

Table 1) i s

»u
: - ^ = a'(W) + a'(W) u_. + a'(W)U2 (24)
at O ^ GL 2 " ' J

and cannot be solved analytically due to the complexity of the time dependence

of W. Eq. 24 i s therefore finite-differenced with respect to time and solved

fully implicitly, using the already determined W.
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3.4 Nodal (mass and energy) equations

In the following discussion one can regard flowrates as given (In effect,

they are generated by the momentum equation)i^>denotes an algebraic sum over
j

the junctions bounding a given node, with Incoming flows being positive and

outgoing flows being negative.

For definlteness, we describe the nodal structure of the mass and energy

equations as developed for the Porsching-type solution strategy. These

equations are somewhat different from those of Table 1 but can be shown to be

equivalent to those.

The vector of the four Independent nodal variables for which the balance

equations are written is chosen as follows:

L = [M, MG, U, hGJ
T (25)

where

y1 = M = control-volume total fluid mass = MG + M. (Integrated over the

node, not per unit pipelength as in table 1);

y2 = M = control-volume gas mass;

y3 = U = control-volume total internal energy = M.,eG + H. e_

(e. - specific internal energies);

y. = h,, = h_ - hT = difference between specific phasic enthalpies.
*"* Vjli IT LI

Whenever required, a node index A may be used, with W. .. indicating the

phase k flowrate at a generic junction j bounding node A; s. is the streamline

coordinate of node SL center.

For the time being, node indices can be understood in writing the nodal

equations:

(a) Mixture mass:
dyl r-

dT =SW. (26.1)
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(b) Vapour mass
dy2 ^

F 5 G ( j r (26.2)

(c) Mixture internal energy (from sum of conservation form phasic energy

equations)

a T j V Q (26'3)

(d) Enthalpy differential:

In the above, PQ4> are source terms, h. are donored flow-weighted specific

enthalpies, and eq. 26.4 is obtained from substraction of the primitive form

_*
phasic equations. With some more detail (h donored mass-weighted):

Eq. 26.4 contains the time derivative of the pressure p, which is not one

of the components of y. An additional equation is obtained from the equations

of the state (see Appendix) in the form

4

dp - S (I* ) dy, (26.5)
i=l 5 y i ±

where the partials {^- ) reflect the state equation information.
i

3.5 The Nodal "Flow-Pressure" equation

System (26.1) through (26.5) is solved formally for -rĵ , which results in a

single equation (for each node) of the type

7:W + d u ) + 9 = Q(W u )
] J J GLj J GL,j
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where V is the nodal volume, c ., d . and 0 are functions and Q(W., u_, .) is a
J J J GWJ

node-specific function of all the flowrates at the node junctions.
If 6p = P(tn+1) - ?(*„)# o t = tn +i ~ tn

 a r e updating symbols, one can

write, in finite-difference form, the flow-pressure equation:

6p = Q(W" , Ug^ .)6t (27)

where W*."4" and u"rx . are at the new time t .,; a one-step implicit procedure
j uL,j n+i

transforms eq. 27 into the following:

6p = [Q(W., urT 4) +S(^w
 6Wj +$Z 6ur-T 4>J6t '27'1)

j

4. THE PRESSURE-FIELD TUF MODEL

4.1 Coupling MIME and the Flow-Pressure equations

The analytical solution of MIME, Integrated between the centres of nodes

say I and Jl + I, is written in the form:

ftF 4 J+lW = F + ̂ 1 ^ - * *+1 (28)
a(Vp) 8 - s

where F, the integrated equivalent of the function g of eq. 17, is the

analytical solution calculated for a constant Vp = Vp(t ); eq. 28 there

embodies a linearization of W with respect to the updating

P A -
6(Vp) = 6

and ensures the implicitness of the calculation.

Eqs. 27 and 28 are the basis of both TUF approaches.
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4.2 The Pressure-Field Equation

If MIME eq. 28 is used in the flow-pressure equation 27 to eliminate the

W's one obtains the TUF Pressure-Field equation:

< 2 9 )

where A+l is a generic node reached from node 1L through junction j. In a

straight pipe, eq. 29 obviously represents a triangular system in the pressure

updatings 6pj.

4.3 Two-Step Solution of Pressure-Field Equation

The following two-step solution combines the idea of the TRAC two-step
(4)

procedure with our analytical MIME solution to provide an unconditionally

stable solution.

The following procedure is used to advance the solution from time t to

time t , = t + 6t
n+1 n

(a) Step 1.

- Using the analytical solution of MIME and the fully implicit form of the

solution of the SLIP equation, determine partially updated flowrates W

(k = G,L) based on old-time pressures, a, etc

- Identify flow regimes based on W .

- Update wall and interfacial friction factors based on W .

- Solve eq. 29 to produce the partially updated fields

p, a, U, h G L, and hence h ^ k = G,L)

- Calculate W, (t .,) based on eqs. 23 and 28 using p D.
K. nrl X

(b) Step 2.

- Update heat transfer terms and F based on h. , p, at.

- Solve eqs. 26.1 through 26.5 to get final values of M, M , U, hpL» P at
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time tn+ x.

5. THE PORSCHING-TYPE TUF MODEL

5.1 The Porsching-type equation.

If the flow-pressure eq. 27 is used in MIME eq. 28 to eliminate the 6p's

one obtains the Porsching-type system for the junction J between nodes JL and

3FT -

"T (i*x+i) " F J + o W S -s fQ^wjP " < W H
j i + i ) ] ( 3 0 )

Note that eq. 30 is not the traditional Porsching equation because the

function F includes choking limits, and is unconditionally stable.

5.2 Solution strategy for Porsching-type system.

- From previous timestep (t ) identify: flow regimes, friction factors,

heat transfer coefficients, donored enthalpies (for the source terms in

the energy equations).

- Solve system of eqs. 30 to get W.

- From the flow-pressure equation 27 get a partially updated pressure

field p.

- Update uGL based on W, p; get Wg, WL-

- Solve the mass-energy equations in their basic form (eqs. 26.1 through

26.5) to get final updated values at t ..

Note: This solution procedure calculates flowrates only once; the pressure

field is obtained in two steps but the new u_¥ is based on the partially
VILI

updated ̂  field. This makes the Porchlng-type approach conditionally

stable, as our numerical results have shown.
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6. PRELIMINARY RESULTS IN TEST CASES

6.1 Options available in the computer code.

Although TUF Is in principle a UVUT computer code, the choice of the

independent variables and the coding strategy have been so chosen as to permit

using TUF in different, user-specified options. These options are as follows:

(a) UVUT: all equations used as described above.

(b) UVUTS: eq. 26.4 for h_. is replaced by the assumption that the vapour
A

phase is always at saturation, i.e., h =h^(p). This option only requires

a mixture energy equation, with much less information needed on

constitutive laws (no phase-to-phase heat transfer information is

required): this option is similar to the one used in RELAP-5^ ' and is

immune from discontinuities in phasic enthalpies when the u = 0.5 boundary

is crossed.

(c) UVET: both phases assumed at saturation enthalpy, provided the mixture

enthalpy lies between hT and h_(ET stands for Equal Temperature).
L* vv

(d) EVET (Equal Velocity Equal Temperature): this is equivalent to the HEM

model and replaces the u_T eq. 234 with u-,^0.

6.2. Test cases

TUF has been tested so far in relatively simple cases, and in particular

against some reference blowdown problems (Edwards1 Pipe Blowdown, Blowdown from

a reservoir).

Figure 1 summarizes some of the most significant features of TUF as

demonstrated in the classic Edwards' Blowdown Standard Problem (discharge into

atmospheric pressure from an 87% break, at one end of a 4.09 m long, 0.073 ra

diameter pipe, initially closed and at 7 MPa). Features proven so far are

described below.

(a) Automatic choking is achieved, without discharge flow "correlations" or

any ad-hoc procedure such as in RELAP-5 (Fig. la, Ib).
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(b) The pressure field approach removes pressure spikes that may occur la some

problems with the Porschlag approach; on one hand, It can be shown that the

pressure field equation Is consistent with a conservation of volumetric

flowrate equation (which shows little sensitivity to boiling fronts crossing

node boundaries), on the other hand the Porschlng approach Involves the sound

speed in two adjacent nodes, with resulting high sensitivy to two-to-single-

phase flow transitions. No pressure spike arises in the Edwards' Blowdown

case.

(c) TUF achieves unconditional stability and allows larger-than-transport "•".me

steps (Porsching fails for timesteps exceeding half transport time).

(d) TUF can combine large timesteps with large nodes and achieve high accuracy

(see fig. lc for one-node blowdown), which feature is not shared by such codes

as RELAP-5 or the present system code's HEM module.
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Table 1 - TUF Partial Differential Equations

l(a) Nomenclature (A = flow area, s = streamline spatial co-ordinate, p = pressure).

Subscripts: k (generic phase), G (gas or vapour), L (liquid)

Phasic quantities: uk (velocity); cck (volume fraction); pk (density) = l /v k ;
hk(enthalpy); I"k (mass generation rate); M̂  = Aakpk;
Wk = Aakpkuk; uk = "kPk̂ PJ Hk = Mkhk'
Sk = source term for the energy equation.

Mixture: p = S <xkpk; u = S ^P^u^/p; a = aG = 1 - aL; M = Ap = S Mfc; W = S Wfc = Mu

Difference quantities: uG^ = UQ — u^; hG^ = hG - h^ (hat for saturation)

Spatial differentiation: Vf = df/os (f generic)

l(b) Basic conservation equations

Mass: — ^ + 7W. =.I\ (1)
at k k

Energy: —£ - Aotk 2J2. + V(Wkhk) = Sk (2)
at K a t k k K

l (c) Momentum equations (v* = av^ + ( l -o )vg) .
2

I . MIME: &E + v(Hi + Aa(l-a)^Sk) + A Vp = AR (3)
a t Ap v*

R = including friction and gravity

Transformed MIME: ^ = an + a,W + a,W
2 (a. = const.) (3')

at J

Analyt ica l so lu t ion for t > 0 , W(0) = WQ: W = g(Vp, WQ, t )
du™

I I . SLIP: — ^ = f2 (uG , uL)
at

f2 = 2nd degree polynomial in UQ, U L; f2 contains other variables also

Transformed SLIP: — S k = a
%
Q + a[ uGL + a'2 u|L (a^ = functions of W) (41)

Solution: uGL obtained from fully implicit finite-differencing of eq. 4*.
Phasic Wk from W, uGL-
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Fig. 1 - TUF/HEM Edwards' Blowdown

30

Velocity 20
(m/s)

10

Fluid velocity
Sound speed

Time (ms)
0 2 4 6 8

l(a) Short-term exit velocity (TUF vs. RELAP/HEM).

Pressure
(MPa)

TUF (15 nodes,
At - 1 ms)
Experiment

'-*- Time (s)
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.A 0.5

l(b) Long-term pressure transient at closed end (TUF vs. experiment)

Pressure
(MPa)

At» 10 ms
• At - 50 ms
x At - 70 ms

-*- Time (s)
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

l (c ) Long-term pipe pressure for one-node TUF model.
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Appendix;

Use of Equations of State (EOS)

Al. Direct EOS from Inverse EOS

A direct Equation of State (EOS) Is defined in the form

pk = Pk(p« V

and, with abbreviated symbols for partial derivatives:

d pk " pk P
 d p + Pkh d hk

SOPHT uses the Inverse EOS in the form

' ek>

where e. is the specific Internal energy; by differentiating:

dp = <fr, dp, + $. de,r kp "K ke K

and by using the (h. , e. ) relationship in differential form

d hk = d ek + pT" d p ~
k

to eliminate de, leads to

dp, (<|>, + ibi —̂ ~~ ) = dp (1 + ) ~ fbi dh, (A—2)
k kp ke 2 Pu "* k

P k

which, by identification with Eq. A-l, gives p. and pfch in terms of the

derivatives of the inverse EOS

A2. Differential of mixture density

Using Table 1 symbols:

I = f> + _!_
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which shows that

Differentiating — (and using the partials of p. as obtained in Al) one has

a differential form in du>, dp, dh , dh. .

The phasic enthalpy differentials can be eliminated by using

hGL = hG "

which provides:

\ = h ~ whGL * dhL = d h " U dhGL " hGL d U

hG = h + (1 - w)hGL * dhG = dh + (1-u) dhGL - h G L du>

and the final result is:

^ P k h + dh G L a,(l- co) [
9-f- - P-f] (A-3)

Pk PL pG

Identification with

dp = pp dp + p u do, + ph dh + p & h dhGL (A-4)

gives the partials (pp, p^, ph, PAH>-

A3. Pressure differential in terms of independent nodal variables

Since the nodal variable vector y_ defined by eq. 25 contains the node-

integrated quantities M, VL, U (plus h ) , we need to identify the proper

partials of eq. 26.5, such that
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+ itG
+ SS GL

One has (the node volume V Is a constant)

M = Vp • dp = dM/V

dM
in = MQ/M * du = - ^ - ̂  dM

U + pV .. dU + Vdp hh - — — E _ + dh - jj s dM,

using these equations In eq. A-4 to eliminate dp, du, dh, leads to

dP(Pp + !H)

(A-6)

Identification of eqs. A-5 and A-6 gives the desired


